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We live in a time when automation, technology and tools of convenience dominate our lives.
How quickly can we get from point A to point B? How clear can our cell phone connection be?
Can we surf the internet while we’re on the train going to work? How fast is our internet speed?
Our lives have turned into repeating cycles of how much we can get and how fast we can get it.
I think technology is wonderful. I have always enjoyed using it. These tools are very useful. Yet,
they are all part of the external world experience. We are losing touch of our internal world
experience. We are spiritual beings having a physical experience. Not the other way around.
When we forget that, and identify only with the physical, we cut ourselves off from the highest
form of technology there is or ever will be….God consciousness.
Lately, as time continues to expand and accelerate, I speak to people all the time who are
experiencing high levels of anxiety, worry and frustration at unparalleled levels to what I saw
even 15 years ago. My counsel is often around stopping the noise from the external. When the
noise of the external…i.e. technology, ambition, commitments, taxes, traffic, body image, etc…
dominate our perspective we disconnect ourselves from our power source. We literally get in the
way of what it is we say we want….happiness, well being, prosperity, and love.
In a recent PBS special Wayne Dyer said it beautifully when he talked about the most important
relationship we have in life. It is not with ourself. It is our relationship to Source…that
relationship helps us reveal ourselves to ourselves.
I see it everyday in my life and in my practice. When we master the inside game, the outside
world lands at our feet. I think of it a lot like the movie the Matrix. In the first installment, at the
end of the move Keanu Reeves finally “gets it”, and suddenly the Matrix is at his control. His
vibration is so much more rapid than that of the Matrix that he actually has to slow down to work
within it.
As you approach each day…REMEMBER who you are. Remember the true matrix you are
living in. You are God. God is in your DNA. When you work from that perspective back, life
takes on a very different view. One day, you will not have a body any longer. You are energy.
Energy does not die. It only changes form. The energy that lives on is the essence of you. Your
God consciousness. Put your attention there..on the infinite nature of universal consciousness.
You will experience unlimited peace and contentment. Put gasoline on that fire. Not on the fire
of the external. I promise you life will take on a completely different perspective.

